High quality conveyors made in the UK
Fast turnaround at the right price
Why buy from Fastrax?

- **Fast turnaround times**
  We can handle even the largest of orders with impressive lead times. Our standard lead time is often between 1 and 2 weeks. This is possible because we keep a high quantity of components in stock, with more materials held for us by our suppliers. We manufacture our conveyor rollers ourselves which give us the advantage of keeping lead times low.

- **High quality products**
  Our focus on quality starts with sourcing only the best raw materials, rejecting anything that falls outside our strict tolerances. During manufacture your order is checked at each stage before passing through to the next process. So although our conveyors are all checked by our QC team prior to dispatch, rejections are rare. This also contributes to our ability to meet orders on time.

- **Competitive prices**
  Because we purchase vast quantities of raw materials, often forward ordered to maintain stable prices, we are able to offer our products at competitive prices. This is especially possible for the very large quantity requirements you may have. Due to our continuous investment in technology we are able to pass on cost savings we make to our customers, who in turn can benefit from their own price advantage.

- **Experience and product knowledge**
  Whatever your industry and the application of your equipment, we can recommend which conveyors to use. We take into account factors such as product size and weight, operating conditions and clean-down requirements. We also look at how our products might increase the reliability, performance or working life of your machinery.

- **Extensive product range**
  There are conveyor frame options available in stainless steel or powder coated mild steel, with roller diameters ranging from 20mm to 102mm. Whether you are handling small boxes or heavy pallets, conveying wet or dry items, it’s very likely there’s a conveyor that’s right for your application within our wide product range.

- **Customer service**
  Every customer is important to us from the very first time you call and for each interaction we have with you throughout our partnership. We pride ourselves in our reliability and commitment to excellence - hopefully you will give us an opportunity to demonstrate this to you.

www.conveyorrollers.co.uk
The Fastrax conveyor range

**Gravity roller conveyors**
Features and options:
- Mild steel, powder coated frames
- Frames available with your own choice of colour
- Fully stainless steel construction on available
- Options for side guides and end stops to be fitted

**Lineshaft driven roller conveyors**
Features and options:
- Manufactured to any roller width required
- Mild steel, powder coated frames
- Frames available with your own choice of colour
- Fully stainless steel construction available
- Options for side guides and end stops to be fitted
- Control panel and start/stop switches can be supplied

**Belt conveyors**
Features and options:
- Geared motor and motorised drum motor drive options
- Mild steel, powder coated frames
- Frames available with your own choice of colour
- Fully stainless steel construction on available
- Options for side guides and end stops to be fitted
- Control panel and start/stop switches can be supplied

**24v DC powered roller conveyors**
Features and options:
- Manufactured to any roller width required
- Mild steel, powder coated frames
- Fully stainless steel construction available
- Low maintenance
- Quiet running - low decibel level

**Pallet handling conveyors**
Features and options:
- Available both in powered and gravity modules
- Mild steel, powder coated frames
- Frames can be made with your own choice of colour
- Stainless steel construction is available
- Side guides and end stops can be fitted
- Control panel and start/stop switches can be supplied

**240v/415v AC powered roller conveyors**
Features and options:
- Manufactured to any roller width required
- Mild steel, powder coated frames
- Fully stainless steel construction available
- Low maintenance
- Quiet running - low decibel level
Visit our website for the full range, product details and specification
Visit our website for the full range, product details and specification
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